
May 30 - 2018 ANUSC Committee Meeting Minutes 
Committee Meeting opened at 6:15PM 
Apologies 

- Torsten (Left Early - 6:45) 
- Scott Wyatt (Could not attend) 
- Oscar Branson 

 
Attendance 

- Kate Martin 
- Jeremy Weinman 
- Torsten Schwich 
- Ian van Vucht 

- Sebastien Allgeyer 
- Georgina Newton 
- Clare Campbell 
- Alisdair Cameron 

 
 
Opening comment: 
Ask all ANUSC members for agenda items (ca 2 weeks prior to meeting). Develop meeting 
agenda on G-Drive with input being provided from all committee members. Send finalised 
agenda to all committee members and person maintaining web page so that it can be uploaded 
to web page (at least 3 days prior to meeting). 
Items from previous meetings 

- Boat purchase complete, boat and trailer in Canberra and registered 
- Tigger sold. $3000 (down from $6000 due to engine damage). Money received, ANUSC 

registration cancelled 
- New engine run in for 3.5 h (1 h in NZ, 2.5 h at Lake Burrinjuck) under prescribed 

conditions; another 3-4 hours done at Currarong. 
- Roadside assistance for trailer - STILL TO BE ORGANISED. Been difficult to get 

anywhere with it in the past.  
- Committee agreed - As long as there is not extra trailer insurance, the ANUSC is to 

accept that there may be significant towing costs if a trailer breaks down and needs to be 
towed back to Canberra. These costs must be worn by ANUSC and not the tower. 
However, towers are to be encouraged to take out NRMA+ cover which includes trailer 
towing. 

 
Reports: 
SRA, AGM, and SGM 

- ANUSC AGM minutes confirmed by committee. Final confirmation by members will 
occur at ANUSC AGM 2019. 

- SRA SGM confirmed change in constitution with regards to memberships: “The 
Community” is eligible for associate membership, where community is defined as 
graduates of a registered higher education provider listed on the Tertiary Education 



Quality and Standards Agency’s National Register, club coaches, and people who make 
significant contributions to the association (to the discretion of the SRA). Will be effective 
from late June 2018. 

 
Financial Report 

- Financial summary including budget dated 22 May 2018 had been circulated.  
- Surplus YTD around $33k, but this did not include LMI food and other related 

expenditures ($12k+) and an extra $3.5k for Curtis Ferry. 
- Term deposits have matured and will be re-invested ($50k fixed for 24 months, probably 

2 x $10k shorter term). 
- Trip return (not including LMI) for 2018 conservatively budgeted at $5k, YTD return 

already at just over $5k, with Kioloa and most likely a few smaller winter and spring trips 
still to come. 

Gear Report 
- Gear won’t be serviced until after Queens birthday long weekend 
- Serviced gear should be returned Monday 
- Jeremy will bring regs needing servicing to John, regs needing servicing will be tagged 

(Kate) 
- Adjust gear set from 14 regs down to 12 (i.e. don’t replace next two regs to be retired) to 

avoid service costs for gear that is not often rented out.  
- Committee agreed -: On the few occasions where more than 12 sets would be needed 

students will receive priority.  
- The number of tanks has been reduced to 15 and will not be reduced further. Similarly, 

more than 12 BCDs will be kept to account for the various sizes that may be required. 
- 3 new BCDs have arrived (still to be tagged and tag numbers to be noted in asset 

inventory) 
 
Boat Report 

- Error messages on boat display, engine did not stop. Consult Yamaha dealer 
- Switched off and reset, removed warning for a short amount of time 
- Poor water flow from the tell-tale at the top of the motor when engine flushing 
- In future pictures of error codes should be taken if possible (mechanics can use those to 

remotely get an idea of what may be wrong). 
- Service new boat ASAP, Ian to call Yamaha to enquire about service (Ken’s Marine not 

suitable as not a licensed Yamaha dealer; will have to be done in Bateman’s Bay or 
Wollongong).  

 
Safety Report 

- some incident reports have not been submitted despite known problems that occurred 
during trips 

- Montague 
- Averted Situations - due to intervention of other members being aware and 

helpful 



- Heavy on air  
- SJYB/JB 

- Free flowing regulator on surface  
- Missing O-Ring (no gear checks),  
- BCD inflator hose not properly connected (no gear checks) 
- Hang tank was used for deco, but hang tanks are typically only for emergencies, 

so usage for routine deco stops must be avoided if possible. 
- Modify washing instructions, to ensure that BCDs are returned without excess water 

inside. I.e explaining BCD washing instructions 
 
Boat Licence  

- List to be added to G drive 
- List to be added to from previous years 

 
Membership 

- ≅85 members 
- Some expired members have dived with the club, this important to check 
- Cuttlefish should be checked regularly, remind trip organisers to check  
- Committee agreed - Where someone has dived while expired, their renewed 

membership is to be backdated to the date of their first dive after membership expiry. 
- Committee agreed - Until the correct membership fee/amounts is paid, people will 

remain as non-members. 
- Manage/Cull subscription list 
- Manage/Cull committee email list, to only current committee member list 
- Clare to become dual student officer and social 

 
Gear Shed Keys 

- Key list should be updated 
 
50th Birthday 

- Clare C. volunteered previously by email to organise celebration 
- Sub-committee to be organised 
- Old newsletters should be consulted 
- Tentatively 18th of August 
- Food Co-op to be contacted as Venue 
- Charlotte working on book  
- Merchandise to be investigated 

 
Working Bee 

- 17th of June 10AM, food and beverage provided (sport event at oval on 16th of June, so 
not ideal). Leave w/e of 23rd/24th June for any outstanding repairs. 

- Sebastien has created a maintenance list under “Asset and Maintenance Register” 
- No need to buy chain for mooring (a length came with the new boat) 



 
Dive Trip Contribution Schedule (2018 Draft) 

- Draft had been circulated and changes made by members where required. 
- Display list in gear shed for organiser and participant info. 
- Minimum of two member drivers on a boat (private hire) 
- Private boat hire should be done sparingly, needs to be approved by committee 

 
Towing Reimbursements, Reimbursement for Maintenance and Repair 

- Discussion about how to reimburse people, suggestions of $0.15/km ‘wear and tear’ 
towing subsidy for towing occasions that are just to move a trailer (ie not towing to the 
coast, rather for a service). This on top of full petrol costs for the trip. 

 
Upcoming Dive Trips 

- Queens Birthday (Kioloa) completely full 
- Ron and Scott Morrison towing  
- Will new boat be available? 

- LMI (7-24 July) 
- Long weekend of October dive trip to be planned - Montague Island (28th Sept - 1st Oct) 

- Suggest Scott W. organise 
- Possible Jervis Bay Trip - Focus on Caves / Deep Sites - Stoney, Croc Head ravine 

(August, probably the weekend before or after the 50th birthday) 
- Jeremy W. 

- Christmas, New Year Ad-Hoc Trip to be discussed next meeting (Possible interstate trip) 
 
New Boat Maintenance 

- Tank rack to be fitted 
- Trailer electrical cable suggested to be lengthened 
- Can all other servicing be completed by non Yamaha dealers without voiding warranty? 

(Ian) 
- Patching in fabric needs to be examined  
- Replacement cover for sounder needs to be sourced, preferably from Garmin 
- GPS Nerdgasm™  

 
Naming New Boat 

- Look into a poll on website that club members can add suggestions 
 
LMI trip Next Year 

- If so planning needs to commence, EOIs ASAP 
- Possibly a location other then LMI, e.i a liveaboard/Solitary Islands, to be discussed 

further, if not enough EOIs for LMI 
 
Next Committee Meeting 

- Aim for August 



 
Meeting Closed at 8:30 pm 
 
Action Items 
 
 

Meeting What to do Resp 
Person(s) 

Due date Date 
compl. 

30/05/2018 Update boat details with Kioloa Marine 
Rescue to match new boat 

Torsten 14/06/2018  

30/05/2018 Finalise new term deposits ($50k over 24 
months, up to 2 x $10k shorter term). 

Torsten, 
Sebastien 

01/06/2018  

30/05/2018 Web page to be updated: (i) Boat details 
(got a new boat; nobody is calling Goat 
“Capricorn”), (ii) Comment on ANUSC’s 
commitment to cover for costs arising from 
trailer breakdown (including towing to 
Canberra). 

?   

30/05/2018 Tag the three new BCDs and record tag 
numbers on asset inventory 

Kate   

30/05/2018 Call Yamaha for arranging engine check Ian   

30/05/2018 Tag regs that are to be serviced, and 
Jeremy to take them to John. 

Kate, 
Jeremy 

  

30/05/2018 Write procedures for how/when to use a 
hang tank and have uploaded to web page 

Jeremy   

30/05/2018 Add checklist for pre dive considerations 
on boats 

Jeremy  July 

30/05/2018 Update boat and license list (O2 and check 
previous years) 

Ali   

30/05/2018 Give two gear shed keys to Kate (Including 
gear rack key) 

Ian   

30/05/2018 Complete a key list and number keys 
(stamping) 

Kate   



30/05/2018 Manage/update email list ?   

30/05/2018 Clare to become dual student officer and 
social 

Clare   

30/05/2018 Merchandise for 50th Birthday Jeremy   

30/05/2018 Organise newsletter Sebastien   

30/05/2018 Probe interest for LMI 2019 Sebastien   

30/05/2018 Talk to Kim about using website to vote for 
new boat name (like what was used for 
previous calendar competitions 

Georgie   

30/05/2018 Talk to Kim about culling old names off 
membership list/cuttlefish 

Georgie   

 


